INTRODUCTION
This study deals with the changes taking place in the Soviet press and readers' attitude to the media in the age of glasnost.
It attempts to test the limits of glasnost and to examine the openness of the Communist media by highlighting the gradual return of limited freedom and power to the Soviet people. It also reports the attitudes of journalism students in Leningrad State University to the increasing openness in all walks of Soviet life.
The Nethodology used here is mainly historical, focusing on glasnost, but wit:_ the additional insights from a limited survey conducted in Leningrad in December 1988. This study is part of a larger research project carried out in Russia and was made possible by glasnost itself, which facilitated the visit to the USSR by twf.)
of the authors. The findings, we believe, may be useful to the understanding of the dynamics, difficulties, and challenges of press freedom in a Marxist state.
GLASNOST
A new pragmatism appears to be sweeping the Soviet Union as the dogma of the past is being refashioned of Lenin's ghost looks on in silence. The waning Communist philosophy of the Soviet press, which over the years drew most of Its inspiration from Lenin' s practical and theoretical activities, is being restructured as emphasis on revolutionary politics declines.
Soviet scholars such as Alekseev (1979) , Androunas and Zassoursky (1979) , Zassoursky and osev (1981) and Losenkov (1983) , who subscribed to the interpretation of the Leninist press as an ideological weapon of the Communist Party, are now reassessing their positions. Before 1985 , no one in the USSR thought of the Soviet media as a source of entertainment.
Rather, it was allegedly a serious press a collective "propagandist,"
"agitator" and "organizer" --with a historical mission to spread communism. strength and flexibility 'to begin from the beginning' over and over again in approaching an extremely difficult task, are not doomed (and in all probability will not perish)." ("Lenin Note to a publicist," cited in Lewin Moshe, 1968 ).
Lenin's vision of political maneuverability and flexibility within a communist framework may have grown from his sense that the Soviet system was untested and, therefore, susceptible to flaws.
An escape hatch for his fragile Russian communism was required.
Such tactics did not elude apprehension.
Critics of the Soviet system suspected that such temporary "retreat" from communism and criticism in the press were periodically encouraged to mpbilize the people to rebuild the ailing socialist economy as it attempted to gain the support of the free economies it sought to overthrow.
Timasheff expressed his skepticism in 1946 by
pointing out that such strategy was employed because the Soviet leadership was aware that "extreme communist methods (in the past) resulted in the conspicuous malfunctioning of society; their mitigation brought relief and fostered progress," (Timasheff, 1946, p.343 In his post election address to the Central Committee of the Communist Party, Gorbachev spoke of the need to "improve the economic mechanism and the whole system of management" which would 7
Since the introduction of glasnost, and in spite of the liberalization of the media, there is no evidence that there have been fundamental deviations from the tenets of Marxism-Leninism.
The press is firmly in the hands of the party and government, and the national ideology and the political structure remain the same.
THE CHANGING TIDE
The Soviet people are responding to glasnost in a very is believed to have dropped so dramatically that it was not published during a recent visit to the USSR by one of the avthors.
As glasnost grows stronger, the people are expressing their choice of media without the previous coercion from the Communist party. From the available data in 1960, a sweeping eightynine perceni-of media users cited the newspapers as their source 11 of information. The second highly usea source of information was word of mouth, followed by the radio, then meetings, personal observation, and magazines, in that order (Inkeles and Bauer, 1961 seventy-nine percent of the media audience and readers in the country depend on the newspapers as their sources of information on national politics. The radio was the next most popular medium, followed by the television, then journals, movies, office gr,;,,, friends and relations.
Soviet readers thirst in particular for international news.
Mickiewicz, in her study (1981) , reported that Soviet citizens' preference for international news has been consistent and three surveys which included two national newspapers and one regional paper revealed that readers turned first to international news. Zhizn. Komsomolskava Pravda), and respondents were requested to report the countries they had read about in the newspapers. Also, respondents were asked to tell about which countries they would like to have more information.
One shortcoming of the survey, due in large part to the often insurmountable difficulties associated with conducting studies in the Soviet Union, is its convenience sample. The student aronp involved in this survey is not representative of more general population views. However, as students of journalism they are being trained to write for the whole population and even beyond. 
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY
The demographic information on the 96 journalism students of Leningrad State University on general media use revealed that they were mostly youths in their twenties, gathered from around the 14 Communist countries. The mean age was between twenty and twentyfive years, and the majority, that is 68% of the students, were between the ages of twenty and twenty-five. Students between the ages of twenty-six and twenty-nine made up 26% of the surveyed group. There were no students above forty years of age. Forty-two percent were male and 57% were female. Thirty-eight percent of the students were married while 58% were single, with 4% rot declaring their marital status.
The frequency of the students' readership of newspapers was high.
The survey revealed that 62% of the students were in the habit of reading newspapers on a daily basis, 18% stated that they read newspapers at least once a week and only 2% read newspapers fortnightly.
No students indicated that they read no newspapers at all. said yes, 52% said no. It was observed that the respondents used several news sources in addition to the use of newspapers.
The survey r ?sults revealed that 86% of the respondents used television as an important source of news, while 72% indicated that newspapers
were an important source of news. Radio came next, with 51% of the respondents indicating it to also be a vital source of news. The survey showed that 29% of the respondents see word of mouth as a source of news while only 4% consider other sources, such as journals, magazines, etc. as important news sources. The survey was also concerned about the popularity of the Soviet newspapers that were analyzed in this study. The students were asked to identify one or more of the newspapers that they normally read. Pravda was more popular among the respondents with sixty-seven percent of them indicating, that they read Pravda.
Izvestia was in the second position with forty-nine percent of the respondents as its readers. Trud was in the third position with twelve percent and Selskaya Zhizn came last with five percent.
Apart from the four newspapers which are the main focus of this study, Komsomolskaya Pravda, a newspaper for the youth, was found to be very popular with fift7-five percent of the respondents as its readers. An overwhelming eighty-three percent of the respondents read other unspecified newspapers.
to Other socialist countries were next with 56%.
More respondents, 24%, read about pro-socialist sub-Saharan
African countries than non-prosocialist sub-Saharan African countries.
Sixteen percent of the respondents stated that they read about the non-prosocialist countries. When the respondents were asked to state the countries they would like to read more about, the answers revealed that they would like to read more about Western countries than socialist countries ( information about non-prosocialist sub-Saharan African countries than about pro-socialist ones. The degree of interest in both nonprosocialist and pro-socialist sub-Saharan countries is very close.
Whereas 32% of the respondents want more information about non-prosocialist sub-Saharan Africa, 31% want more information about prosocialist sub-Saharan Africa. Table 6 Countries That Should Receive More Coverage, based on resnondents'
desire for more information about one or more countries or group This study, however, is only a beginning. 
